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Abstract
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well as a technology readiness level assessment with regards to the required functionality, the
required interactions with other work packages in the project, as well as the detailed work plan and

risk assessment for each of the activities.
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Executive Summary
The DEEP-HybridDataCloud project started with the global objective of promoting the usage of
intensive computing services and techniques by different research communities and areas, and their
support by the corresponding e-Infrastructure providers and open source projects. The project will
integrate  and enhance  existing  components  in  the  cloud (and more  specifically  in  the  EOSC)
ecosystem,  developing  an  innovative  service  supporting  intensive  computing  techniques  that
require access to specialized hardware, such as GPUs or low-latency interconnects, to explore very
large datasets. The DEEP as a Service component will provide, in the form of the DEEP catalogue,
a set of models and applications ready for reuse and a collection of predefined building blocks in
the form of software assets that can be composed in order to build complex applications that can be
executed on top of the underlying resources transparently by the DEEP-HybridDataCloud users.
Moreover, we will provide an easy transition path following a DevOps approach for developers in
order to deploy their applications as a service, to be used by a broader public.

The development of the DEEP as a Service solution and the associated services (like the DEEP
catalogue) activities will be carried out by workpackage 6 (WP6). Firstly, this workpackage will
deliver an application modeller that will allow users without technical knowledge to compose and
build complex applications by means of a graphical user interface. The TOSCA open standard will
be used as the language that will define the application topologies, but users are not expected to
develop their own TOSCA documents but rather define them using a graphical GUI. This way, non
technical users can exploit  the whole potential of the DEEP-HybridDataCloud services without
dealing with the inherent complexity of TOSCA. This WP will allow and foster the sharing of
applications, topologies and artefacts  by means of the DEEP open catalogue (that will  be built
taken into account the initial requirements and case studies collected in deliverable D2.1: "Initial
Plan for Use Cases"), in order to stimulate scientific collaboration among users. The main solution
chosen for this task is Alien4Cloud, that will be enhanced to support the needed TOSCA custom
types, to use the INDIGO-DataCloud Orchestrator and integrated with OpenID Connect in order to
ease the integration path with the EOSC ecosystem

Secondly, this activity will deliver the DEEP as a Service solution tailored to deploy the developed
applications  as  a  service.  By leveraging this  component  scientists  will  be  able  to  deploy their
applications without dealing with server provisioning, containers or managing the infrastructure,
following a serverless approach. The deployed service will take care of the auto-scaling of services,
balancing  and high availability,  as  well  reacting  to  events  so  as  to  update  the  deployed code
whenever a change in the application is done. In order to accomplish this last step we will follow a
DevOps approach providing a procedure and pipeline to ease this deployment phase.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Document purpose
This  document,  following the IEEE STANDARD 1016:  Software Design Specification  [IEEE
SDS] to the extent applicable to our project, describes the design and the detailed work plan for the
WP6 of the DEEP-HybridDataCloud project, whose objective is the delivery of a comprehensive
solution, code-named "DEEP as a Service" for deploying and executing intensive computing tasks
in hybrid data clouds exploiting specialized hardware and accelerators. By using the the DEEP as a
Service solution, scientific users will get easy access to intensive computing libraries (like machine
learning,  deep learning,  etc.)  adapted to leverage high-end accelerators  like GPUs over  hybrid
cloud deployments. This way, lowering the access barrier for scientists we will foster the adoption
of these intensive techniques.

On the one hand WP6 will interact closely with the DEEP-HybridDataCloud selected use cases,
whose description and initial requirement analysis is gathered in the deliverable [DEEP D2.1] from
WP2. Taking as input those requirements, together with the deliverable [DEEP D6.1], a DEEP open
catalogue will be created containing the most used libraries, tools and frameworks required by the
existing use cases. This catalogue will be further elaborated and enhanced during the rest of the
project, including new tools and components as needed.

On the other hand this work package will deliver a comprehensive solution for the execution of
those use cases, that is normally comprised of two steps. First, the developed application is trained
and tuned using a batch like execution model. This phase normally involves compute-intensive
tasks to be executed on top of specialized hardware, involving accelerators such as GPUs. The
second phase involves the deployment of the trained model or the tuned application as a service for
easy  usage.  In  this  case,  even  if  specialized  hardware  may  be  beneficial,  it  is  normally  not
mandatory as this execution can be done on top of commodity hardware. In this phase it is more
important to provide users with an easy way to deploy and execute their application as a service.

1.2. Project scope
The DEEP-HybridDataCloud project started with the global objective of promoting the usage of
intensive computing services by different research communities and areas, and their support by the
corresponding e-Infrastructure providers and open source projects. Other objectives followed by
the project are:

• Focus on intensive computing techniques for the analysis of very large datasets considering
highly demanding use cases.

• Evolve  up  to  production  level,  intensive  computing  services  exploiting  specialized
hardware.

• Integrate intensive computing services under a hybrid cloud approach.
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• Define a DEEP as a Service solution to offer an adequate integration path to developers of
final applications.

• Analyse the complementarity with other ongoing projects targeting added value services for
the cloud.

The DEEP-HybridDataCloud project aims to provide a bridge towards a more flexible exploitation
of  intensive  computing  resources  by  the  research  community,  enabling  access  to  the  latest
technologies  that  require  also  last  generation  hardware  and  the  scalability  to  be  able  to
explore large datasets.  It  is  structured into six different work packages,  covering Networking
Activities  (NA)  devoted  to  the  coordination,  communication  and  community  liaison;  Service
Activities (SA) focused on the provisioning of services and resources for the execution of the data
analysis challenges; and Joint Research Activities (JRAs), dealing with the development of new
components and technologies to support data analysis.

In order  to achieve these objectives,  we propose to evolve existing cloud services,  taking into
account the following design principles:

1. Evolve  the  required  services  from TRL6 to  TRL8 under an  open  framework and
considering existing standards for interoperability.

2. Re-use if possible existing cloud services in production, and in particular those being
adopted for proposed e-infrastructure of the European Open Science Cloud.

3. Consider the integration of existing specialized resources into cloud services having in
mind the point of view of the current daily management of those resources, like for example
current HPC data centres.

4. Ensure that the resulting framework will have a low learning curve for the developers of
the solutions, by delivering a DEEP catalogue that can be directly exploited by users to
build their applications.

5. Assure  the  scalability  and  performance of  the  solution  developed,  which  is  key  to
guarantee the interest both of resource providers and users.

This particular workpackage, named "DEEP as a Service" is delivering a set of solutions, to be
deployed as a service, that will ensure that scientists have an easy way to deploy and execute their
intensive  compute  applications  that  will  be  executed  on  top  of  the  work  of  the  other  JRA
workpackages, leveraging a hybrid cloud platform, exploiting the specialized hardware that their
application requires.

1.3. WP6 relationships with other work packages
The  DEEP-HybridDataCloud  project  is  structured  into  six  different  work  packages,  covering
Networking Activities (NA) devoted to the coordination, communication and community liaison;
Service Activities (SA) focused on the provisioning of services and resources for the execution of
the data analysis challenges; and Joint Research Activities (JRAs), dealing with the development of
new components and technologies to support data analysis.
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Figure 1: DEEP-HybridDataCloud work package interactions

The interaction between the different work packages is present in Figure 1. As can be seen there the
development activities are done in a layered architecture - having the lower one, "Accelerated and
High Performance Computing in the Cloud", the WP4, as a result of research and development
activities done close to the hardware and infrastructure, addressing the gaps that currently exist in
the support of accelerators (like GPU), specialized hardware (such as low-latency interconnects)
and HPC systems in general. On top of that, high level access to those HPC resources will be
investigated, providing seamless access and data sharing from Cloud infrastructures. This activities
will be the dealt by the WP5, "High Level Hybrid Cloud solutions ", managing the provisioning of
the platform exploiting the outcomes from WP4 in a hybrid approach, delivering an execution
platform, and ensuring that applications can be spawned across several cloud infrastructures. The
upper layer is represented by the "DEEP as a Service" solution - a service that will ensure that
scientists have an easy way to deploy and execute their intensive compute applications.

1.3.1.Interaction with WP2 - Intensive Computing Pilot Applications
WP6 is the workpackage that interacts more closely with the users within the project, gathered in
the NA2 activity of the project  (WP2).  WP6 will  build  a solution tailored to  the needs of the
selected  use  cases,  therefore  a  close  interaction  is  needed.  WP2 requirements,  in  the  form of
deliverable [DEEP D2.1] have been used in order to prioritize the developments that are to be done
within this workpackage, resulting in the work plan that is presented in Section 7 of this document.
Moreover, WP6 foresees a close interaction with WP2 in order to evaluate if the user requirements
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are properly satisfied through the project lifetime. This whole process will be performed following
agile methodologies (as described in [DEEP D3.1]) in order to ensure that the delivered solutions
are aligned with user expectations. 

User requirements relevant for WP6

The comprehensive list of user requirements is provided in  [DEEP D2.1], and is included as a
summarized and consolidated table below.

#REQ Description

CO#1 Access to GPUs with adequate performance for Deep Learning

CO#2 Support for multi-GPU computing nodes

CO#3 Sufficient amount of RAM (e.g. 1GB / core, or 64-128GB /node)

CO#4 Fast network connection to operate large (1-10TB) data

CO#5 Low latency interconnect

SO#1 Data caching for fast access

SO#2 Data storage for development (e.g. 1-10TB / Use Case)

SO#3 Persistent data storage for deployment (e.g. 1TB / Use Case)

PL#1 Containerization of Use Case applications

PL#2 Access restriction to a subset of authorised people

PL#3 FaaS / Function as a service

PL#4 Mobile applications (iOS, Android)

PL#5 Modularity

PL#6 Access restriction type

The project NA and SA activities (namely WP2 and WP3) have defined a set of processes in order 
to keep track of the user stories, technical requirements and associated developments within each 
JRA work package []

1.3.2.Interaction with WP3 - Testbed and Integration with EOSC 
services
Among other tasks, WP3 is in charge of ensuring the quality of the software that is produced,
adapted,  modified  or  integrated  within  the  project,  by  means  of  several  criteria,  guidelines,
procedures, and processes that are enforced for all the JRA activities (for more details, please refer
to the WP3 deliverable [DEEP D3.1]). WP3 also is coordinating the integration activities with other
EINFRA and EOSC projects and the deployment and operation of development and pilot tools,
testbeds and services. WP6 will interact with those services for the development tasks and will
follow the procedures established by WP3.

Whenever possible and applicable, WP6 will seek to contribute the changes done in any component
to the upstream or original project, in order to ensure its sustainability in the long term. In the cases
where these components are external to the project or the partners involved, the project will exploit
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the existing relationships of the DEEP-HybridDataCloud partners with the original developers, or it
will seek to establish new links in order to ease this process. In the cases where it is not possible to
contribute those changes upstream (either because the acceptance takes longer than expected or
because they are too specific and they are rejected), WP6 will seek to develop this as pluggable
modules  in order to not maintain a fork of the project (however, this is limited to the extent when
the target software allows some pluggable mechanism).

On top of the interaction already described between WP3 and this JRA, WP6 aims to deliver an
application as a service that WP2 can use to deploy the developed applications. In this context,
WP6 will coordinate with WP2 and WP3 in order to implement a DevOps pipeline in order to ease
deployment of the user-developed applications. Previous experiences in the INDIGO-DataCloud
[INDIGO-DataCloud] project  [INDIGO D2.8]have shown that  this  approach can  be  extremely
useful and satisfying for the users, providing an easier path on the movement from development to
production.

1.3.3.Interaction with WP5 - High Level Hybrid Cloud
As already explained, WP6 is the uppermost layer from the user point of view. WP6 builds on top
of the WP5 layer, that will provide the required resources in the form of a Platform as a Service.
The resources requested from WP6 will be expressed as application topologies that will involve the
orchestration of several components, the usage of hybrid cloud solutions and access to hardware
accelerators  among  other  types  of  requirements.  Moreover,  WP5  needs  to  expose  accurate
information about the resources and its status, in order to provide users with rich information about
the infrastructure. Therefore, WP6 will work in close interaction with WP5, in order to ensure that
the requested features are technically feasible and that they are provided in the expected way.

1.4. Document structure
The document is structured following the IEEE STANDARD 1016:  Software Design Specification
[IEEE SDS] to the extent applicable to our project, and as such contains the following sections.

• Section  2 provides the architecture description of the WP6 workpackage. It provides an
overview of the WP6 components and architecture, its relationships as well as specifications
on the interaction between WP6 components and the user.

• In Section  3 we perform an evaluation of the relevant technologies relevant for the WP6
components.

• Section  4 contains the detailed component description, following the IEEE STANDARD
1016 model.

• Section 5 details how we are focusing on improving existing software, as well as on code
reusability.

• In  Section  6 we  highlight  the  major  decisions  and  trade-offs  we  had  to  make  when
designing WP6's architecture, motivating those decisions.

• The workpackage implementation plan is included in Section 7.
• Finally, Section 8 contains all the references and links.
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2. WP6 system architecture description

2.1. Overview of modules and components
The high level decomposition of the WP6 DEEP as a Service design is depicted in Figure 2 and
consists on the following key components:

• The  DEEP open  Catalogue  where  the  users,  communities,  etc.  can  browse,  store  and
download relevant modules for building up their applications (like ready to use machine
learning frameworks, complex application topologies, etc.).

• An  application  modeller  or  composition  tool,  that  will  be  used  to  build  up  complex
application topologies in an easy way.

• A runtime  engine,  that  will  take  the  defined  topology  as  input,  provision  the  required
computing resources and deploy the application.

• The DEEP PaaS layer, that will coordinate the overall workflow execution to choose the
appropriate Cloud sites and manage the deployment of the applications to be executed.

• The DEEP as a Service solution, that will offer the application functionality to the user.

• The  EINFRA/EOSC  data  services,  to  be  integrated  with  the  DEEP-HybridDataCloud
solutions in order to provide access to any of the data facilities existing in the European
Open Science Cloud

DEEP-HybridDataCloud – 777435 11
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The system is designed with extensibility in mind, taking great care in designing a framework
which can be updated easily and where a component can be replaced with a new one in case it is
needed.  Many of the anticipated changes to our system in future phases will only require adding
additional  functionality  on  top  of  existing  components,  remaining  backwards  compatible  with
previous versions.

2.2. Structure and relationships
Following the design already depicted in Figure 2, and focusing only on interactions within WP6,
we can define the following interactions:

• DEEP catalogue.

• Holds the defined application building blocks.

• The  catalogue  interacts  with  the  Application  modeller  in  order  to  expose  any
existing building blocks.

• The catalogue allows the storage and retrieval of the building blocks either from the
application modeller, the DEEP as a Service component, or directly by the users.

• Users can interact with the catalogue to browse, download and upload any module.

• Interaction with EOSC/EINFRA data services is expected for storing large datasets.

• Requires  user  authentication  and  authorization  for  writing  purposes.  Anonymous
read-only access is possible.

• Application modeller.

• Provides  functionality  to  compose  several  building  blocks  into  a  more  complex
application.

• Provides functionality to deploy and execute the applications in the underlying PaaS.

• The  application  modeller  allows  to  load  the  pre-defined  components  from  the
catalogue

• The application modeller allows to create new components, and to store them on the
catalogue.

• Interaction with EOSC/EINFRA data services is expected for storing large datasets
and referencing them on the built applications.

• Requires user authentication and authorization for writing purposes. Requires user
authentication and authorization for deploying and executing the user applications.
Anonymous read-only access is possible.
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• DEEP as a Service.

• Provides application builders with the possibility of deploying an application as a
service in order to use the application functionality.

• Allows to deploy the application without worrying about the underlying resources.

• Final users can access this service in order to get the provided functionality.

• Interacts  with  the  catalogue  in  order  to  retrieve  the  required  module(s)  to  be
deployed as a service, as long as any configuration parameters.

• Interaction with EOSC/EINFRA data services may be needed.

• Requires user authentication and authorization for writing purposes and to create a
new application service. Anonymous read-only access may be possible.

• Runtime Engine.

• Deploys an application topology using the underlying DEEP PaaS resources.

• Interacts with the application modeller in order to receive the application topology
and deploy it. Also provides information about the resources and application status.

• Users will not interact directly with this component, although advanced users will be
able to do so.

• Requires user authentication and authorization.

In  order  to  express  the  application  topologies  that  will  be  deployed  by  WP5,  the  usage  of  a
common API between WP5 and WP6 is needed. The most natural choice is to leverage an open
standard  designed  for  this  purpose.  In  this  regard,  the  OASIS  Topology  and  Orchestration
Specification  for  Cloud  Applications  (TOSCA)  [TOSCA  2017] open  standard  is  the  most
appropriate language to be used. TOSCA is an open standard that makes possible to model and
describe complex topologies an applications that are then deployed on top of the platform layer by
means of a TOSCA runtime engine, creating and orchestrating the required resources. The latest
version of the TOSCA standard is  the TOSCA Simple Profile in YAML Version 1.2  [TOSCA-
YAML 2017]. There were earlier versions of the standard based on XML language, such as the
TOSCA version 1.0  [TOSCA-XML 2013], which are no longer being supported by the OASIS
TOSCA Technical Committee.

2.2.1.DEEP catalogue
The DEEP open catalogue will be a collection of ready to use pre-built and pre-trained models
included in Docker containers. Moreover, TOSCA topologies and custom types will be added to the
catalogue, in order to deploy more complex application architectures.

Moreover, we will define templated Docker containers together with WP2, in order to provide an
easy integration path of a given application into the catalogue. This templated Docker container
will provide an easy integration method by means of software defined entry points and a generic
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REST API that can be used to interact with the model functionality (e.g. trigger a retrain of the
model, execute a prediction, etc.)

In order to store the catalogue contents we have chosen to use a public service such as GitHub due
to the natural collaborative and social environment that it provides, as well as the the high visibility
that results from those social interactions. For storing the generated Docker containers, the natural
option  is  Docker  Hub,  but  also  other  container  repositories  present  or  adopted  by  the  EOSC
ecosystem will be evaluated.

The initial content of the DEEP open catalogue has been done after the extensive state of the art
performed in [DEEP D6.1] document and the [DEEP D2.1] deliverable. This a curated summary of
the tools needed for the implementation of WP2 use cases that will be initially populated into the
DEEP open catalogue.

Python tools/modules:

• Numerical tools: Numpy, Scipy, Pandas.

• Image processing tools: OpenCV, PIL.

• Deep Learning/ Machine Learning tools: Tensorflow, Keras, Scikit-Learn. Future use cases
might  also  need  the  support  of  PyTorch,  Caffe2,  and  DL4J.  Those  packages  have  all
different versions depending on whether computations are to be performed on CPU or GPU.

• Other modules: earthengine-api, netCDF4.

• An environment for Python development, possibly with the support of Jupyter notebooks.
JupyterLab (which is currently in beta) seems the best option as it support both the editing
of Jupyter notebooks and raw python files within the same interface.

Additional software to be considered for inclusion:

• Tools for the satellite imagery case e.g. QGIS and GeoServer

• Cloud resource elasticity management according to actual production load;

• Production architecture for online data analysis and archiving of historical data e.g. Lambda
architecture (Apache Spark/Flink/Kafka) for stream data processing.

Moreover, additional pre-built and ready to use modules will be created and added, such as (note
that this is not an exhaustive list):

• A Deep Residual Network for image classification.

• A Mask-RCNN for instance segmentation of images.

• A PSPNet for semantic segmentation of images.

• Attention based models for audio classification.
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2.3. Authentication and Authorization
Although not explicitly present in the described architecture, a key component is the authentication
and  authorization  component.  The  DEEP-HybridDataCloud  project  will  not  develop  any
Authentication  and  Authorization  Infrastructure  (AAI),  but  all  the  services  will  be  built  and
integrated taking into account the AARC Blueprint Architecture (BPA), and any additional EOSC
recommendations  that  may  arise,  in  order  to  ease  the  integration  path  into  any  existing  e-
Infrastructure following the same recommendations. Although the AARC Blueprint Architecture is
designed to be technology agnostic, OpenID Connect has been chosen as the authentication and
authorization  technology  within  the  DEEP-HybridDataCloud  project.  The rationale  behind  this
decision is that OpenID connect is the driving technology in current existing e-Infrastructures such
as  the  EGI  Federated  Cloud  or  the  LifeWatch  ESFRI.  Therefore,  all  the  services  requiring
authentication and authorization will be built or enhanced in order to support OpenID Connect.

2.4. User interface issues
The WP6 components will be directly access by the users, either by means of using any of the
exposed Application Programming Interfaces (API) or via the existing Graphical User Interfaces
(GUI) provided. In this regard, the DEEP catalogue, the application modeller component and the
DEEP as a Service solution should provide a feature-rich GUI in order to ease the usage by all
kinds of users, and this criterion will be taken into account when selecting any of the existing
components. Moreover, a way to provide users with a graphical tool to perform predictions by
sending queries to the DEEP as a Service component without dealing with the API directly is a key
point within WP6 developments, as a way to open the services to a broader public. In response to
users requirements (D2.1) for specific classes of applications the the generator of the mobile apps
will be created.

With respect the APIs provided by each of the components, the design will focus on providing a
proper RESTful API and existing standards whenever appropriate.

2.4.1.Expected user interactions
Taking  into  account  the  input  from WP2’s  deliverable  [DEEP D2.1] we can  clearly  see  three
different user roles, corresponding to the three defined categories:

• Advanced  users:  users  building  an  application,  with  knowledge  on  the  domain  of  the
application being developed, the application architecture and the underlying computing and
storage infrastructure, etc. (corresponding to category 3 from [DEEP D2.1]).

• Intermediate users: users deploying the desired application, with some knowledge on the
application  domain,  but  no  knowledge  on  the  underlying  architecture  or  infrastructure
(corresponding to category 2 from [DEEP D2.1]).

• Basic users: Final users utilizing those applications in order to obtain their results, with little
or  no  knowledge  on  the  application  domain,  the  technology,  or  the  infrastructure
(corresponding to category 1 from [DEEP D2.1]).
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As also stated in D2.1, sometimes a single user can take all three roles, but this role-distinction still 
applies as the interaction with the system will be different for each of the cases.

Moreover, there are two different ways both kinds of users can interact with the system, always 
from WP6 point of view. On the one hand there are use cases that first try to adjust some model on 
application, in order to use or deliver this as a service at a later stage. Here we can classify all the 
"machine learning applications" where all the deep learning and the Massive Online Data 
Streams (MODS) use case fit in. Even these applications clearly differ on the underlying 
techniques, topologies and applications, from WP6 standpoint (where all these details are hidden) 
these applications are similar: it is first needed a way to perform "batch" executions of a model in 
order to be trained and obtain the best suited configuration parameters for their model; then that 
model can be used to make predictions, inferences or classifications of that data (such as an 
anomaly detection or a plant recognition). Therefore, from WP6 it is needed to provide users with:

• The ability to build their applications by composing different modules.

• The ability to execute those applications in order to be trained.

• A way to expose the trained models as a service, in order to benefit from the model 
predictions.

Here, the user building, deploying and training the application and the user obtaining results from 
the application can be different actors (for instance a data scientist building an application and 
training it to classify plants, and a citizen that is using that application to obtain information about a
tree with their mobile phone) or the same one (for instance an IT analyst that will build, train and 
use that application to detect anomalies on its data centre). In this scenario, once the user has 
trained a model or obtained the configuration parameters, weights, etc. more suited for their 
application, this model will be deployed as a service, so that it can be used to make the predictions 
that the model has been trained for (this transition will be eased by using a DevOps methodology in
conjunction with WP3 and WP2).

From the application creator point of view, one desirable characteristic and feature that has been 
identified is the possibility to deploy the code without managing servers or containers at all. Such 
abstraction, where users only focus on writing their functions and the underlying system is able to 
deploy and expose them via HTTP endpoints, scale the resources up and down, provide high 
availability, etc. is what is being known as serverless architectures or Function as a Service (FaaS). 
In this context, it seems natural to build the DEEP as a Service functionality based on a serverless 
model, where users can deploy virtually any code to be delivered as an HTTP route without 
managing the infrastructure.

On the other hand, in the post processing use case normally the user distinction is more clear. First,
we have the IT managers that will use our solution to be able to enable HPC resources in cloud 
mode with access to the needed data infrastructures in order to get access to the required datasets, 
and we have the final user (the scientist) that will consume those resources to execute its post-
processing application.
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In this case, the final user only interacts with the deployed resources. These resources are deployed 
by an IT administrator that is willing to provide cloud-like access to HPC resources. The user will 
exploit those resources by means of any of the methods that they are used to utilize (like batch 
system submission), the only difference is how these resources are provisioned on the background.

3. State of the art of the WP6 components
This section elaborates on the state of the art with regards the generic components described in the
System Architecture Description

3.1. State of the art on Application Composition tools and GUIs
As already explained, the interaction between WP6 and WP5 will be done by using TOSCA in
order  to  describe  the  required  topologies  to  the  PaaS layer.  Taking this  fact  into  account,  the
application modelling introduced in the previous section can be seen as a TOSCA composition tool.
TOSCA makes possible to define generic types and templates that are then composed into more
complex  documents  that  define  application  architectures.  However,  TOSCA's  complexity  and
learning curve is high,  requiring deep knowledge on the standard in order to create a working
template. Therefore, WP6 will provide a visual composition tool for creating the final application
topologies, so that no direct interaction from the users with TOSCA itself is needed.

This section will provide an overview of the existing tools that provide support for the composition
of TOSCA templates.

3.1.1.Eclipse Winery
Eclipse  Winery  [Eclipse  Winery]is  a  web-based  environment  to  graphically  model  TOSCA
topologies and plans managing these topologies. The environment includes a type and template
management component to offer creation and modification of all elements defined in the TOSCA
specification. All information is stored in a repository, which allows importing and exporting using
the  TOSCA  packaging  format.  Winery  consists  of  four  parts:  (1)  the  type  and  template
management,  (2)  the  topology  modeller,  (3)  the  BPMN4TOSCA plan  modeller,  and  (4)  the
repository. The repository stores TOSCA models and allows managing their content. For instance,
node types, policy types, and artefact templates are managed by the repository. The repository is
also responsible for importing and exporting CSARs, the exchange format of TOSCA files and
related artefacts.

Strong points

• Topology modeller to compose TOSCA templates out of node types.

• Open-source development available in GitHub.

Weak points

• It  supports  the  XML-based  version  of  the  TOSCA standard  (though  a  YAML-to-XML
converter is implemented).
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Eclipse Winery is part of the OpenTOSCA ecosystem.

3.1.2.OpenTOSCA
OpenTOSCA [OpenTOSCA] is a research and development effort by the University of Stuttgart
aiming to provide an end-to-end toolchain for cloud applications [OpenTOSCA]. For this, they
integrate a TOSCA modelling tool (Winery), a TOSCA Runtime, called OpenTOSCA container,
and a self-service portal called VinoThek [BINZ 2013], [Zimmermann 2017]. 

The project is being actively developed as an open-source collection of software components in
GitHub. Since the TOSCA modelling tool is based on Eclipse Winery with minor modifications,
the same advantages and disadvantages are inherited.

Strong points

• Topology modeller to compose TOSCA templates out of node types.

• Open-source development available in GitHub.

Weak points

• It  supports  the  XML-based  version  of  the  TOSCA standard  (though  a  YAML-to-XML
converter is implemented).

3.1.3.Cloudify
Cloudify  [Cloudify] is an open source cloud orchestration framework to model applications and
services and automate their entire life cycle, including deployment on any cloud or data centre
environment,  monitoring  all  aspects  of  a  deployed  application,  detecting  issues  and  failure,
manually or automatically  remediating such issues,  and performing ongoing maintenance tasks
[Cloudify-WhatIs]. It provides application modelling for applications to be described together with
their resources (infrastructure, middleware, application code, scripts, tool configuration, metrics,
and logs). For that, Cloudify DSL is based on the TOSCA YAML specification. In addition,  it
provides  orchestration capabilities  to  provision resources  from multiple  Clouds and deploy the
application.
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Cloudify has a component called Blueprint Composer (Figure 4) which is an editor for composing
blueprint YAML files using a web-based drag-and-drop interface. This allows an easy composition
of a TOSCA template by means of its node types.

Figure 4: Blueprint composer in Cloudify

3.1.4.Alien4Cloud
Alien4Cloud [Alien4Clod] is an open-source platform that makes application management on the
cloud easy for enterprises. Alien4Cloud uses the YAML specification of the TOSCA standard and
its  goal  is  to  enable  the  benefits  of  a  cloud  migration  in  enterprise  by  easing  the  DevOps
collaboration taking in account the capabilities of each of the IT expert in the enterprise. This is
done by providing a single platform web-based platform on which to perform the composition of
TOSCA templates and their  deployment by means of a TOSCA runtime engine (Orchestrator).
Alien4Cloud provides plugins to connect to external TOSCA runtime engines, i.e., orchestrators. In
particular, it can delegate on Cloudify to perform the resource provision and configuration from
multiple Clouds. There is also a development in progress of their own TOSCA runtime, called
Puccini  aimed  at  supporting  multi-Cloud  deployments.  At  the  moment  of  writing  these  lines,
Puccini is still in beta stage.
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Alien4Cloud has been developed to support extensibility. In particular, users are encouraged to add
their  own  DevOps  components,  add  support  for  their  own  custom  clouds,  and  extend  the
Alien4Cloud user interface or REST services to add or even override existing screens. The TOSCA
Template composer, shown in the figure below is included in the open-source product.

Alien4Cloud also offers a premium version which includes additional functionalities from which
we highlight  the deployment in high availability  and SAML integration.  Alien4Cloud is  being
supported by FastConnect, an ATOS subsidiary.

Strong points

• Topology modeller to compose TOSCA templates out of node types.

• Open-source development available in GitHub.

• Flexible customization via plugins

Weak points

• No OpenID Connect support available.

3.1.5.Comparison of technologies

Technology Features Strong points Weak points

Eclipse 
Winery

• Web based 
environment to 
graphically model 
TOSCA topologies.

• Provides a custom 
TOSCA repository for 
holding TOSCA node 
and policy types, 
templates and for 
importing and sporting 
CSARs.

• Topology modeller 
to compose TOSCA 
templates out of 
node types.

• Open-source 
development 
available in GitHub.

• It supports the XML-based
version of the TOSCA 
standard (though a YAML-
to-XML converter is 
implemented).

OpenTosca

• Web based 
environment to 
graphically model 
TOSCA topologies.

• Based on Eclipse 
Winery.

• Topology modeller 
to compose TOSCA 
templates out of 
node types.

• Open-source 
development 
available in GitHub.

• It supports the XML-based
version of the TOSCA 
standard (though a YAML-
to-XML converter is 
implemented).

• Very simple GUI. Limited 
functionality.

• Single-tenant GUI
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Cloudify

• Open core 
orchestration 
framework, based on 
TOSCA.

• Feature rich 
topology modeller.

• Based on TOSCA 
YAML specification.

• Topology Modeller is not 
released as open-source.

• 60-days evaluation policy.
• Community version of the 

management console does 
not support users, user 
groups or tenants 
management (premium-
only features).

Alien4Cloud

• Open source web 
application for creating
custom TOSCA 
topologies.

• Web-based GUI and 
API provided.

• Extensible via plugins.

• Topology modeller 
to compose TOSCA 
templates out of 
node types.

• Based on TOSCA 
YAML specification.

• Open-source 
development 
available in GitHub.

• Flexible 
customization via 
plugins.

• User and group 
management.

• No OpenID Connect 
support available.

3.2. State of the art on TOSCA orchestration runtime engines
This  section  focuses  on  a  list  of  known  open-source  TOSCA implementations  that  provide
orchestration capabilities. Strengths and weaknesses of each solution are spotted in order to provide
a comprehensive analysis.

3.2.1.Alien4Cloud
Alien4cloud  [Alien4Clod] leverages  other  existing  open source projects  that  help  orchestrating
cloud  applications  and  which  focus  on  runtime  aspects  (e.g.  Cloudify),  and  does  not  aim  at
providing application deployment runtime.

Every  deployment  in  Alien4Cloud  is  done  through  an  orchestrator  on  a  Location  (a  logical
deployment target that offers a set of resources: a cloud, a tenant on a cloud, a cluster of physical
servers, or a set of Docker containers) configured for and managed by an orchestrator. It is possible
to deploy multiple applications in different locations, in different environments.

The supported orchestrators are Cloudify 3.4 (primary) and 4  (officially supported, orchestrating
on  Amazon,  Azure,  BYON,  OpenStack,  vSphere,  Kubernetes  (Beta)),  Mesos+Marathon
(experimental), as well as Puccini (beta, orchestrating on AWS, BYON - Bring Your Own Node,
Docker, OpenStack)

Alien4Cloud  is  written  in  Java  for  the  backend  and  requires  a  JVM  8  or  higher  (Oracle  or
OpenJDK). It supports Chrome (37+) and Firefox (31+) as web clients. and has well documented
REST API.
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Custom nodes that do not extend from TOSCA Normative types require a custom defined plan.
This is possible, but officially not recommended.

3.2.2.Project Aria
ARIA  [ARIA] is  a  vendor  neutral  and  technology  independent  implementation  of  the  OASIS
TOSCA specification.  ARIA offers  a  Command  Line  Interface  (CLI)  to  develop  and  execute
TOSCA templates,  and  an  easily  consumable  Software  Development  Kit  (SDK)  for  building
TOSCA enabled software.

It is basically a library with a programmable interface which offers an implementation library of
the OASIS TOSCA specification.

It  is  a  project  in  a  very early  stage  of  development  (Apache Incubator,  version  0.1),  with  no
documented REST API, and a generally quite poor documentation.

3.2.3.OpenTosca
OpenTOSCA Container [OpenTOSCA] is a TOSCA Runtime Environment to deploy and manage
cloud applications. When a CSAR (Cloud Service ARchive) file (describing the application) is
provided to the container, it is used to start and manage the deployment. It is supported on EC2
(AWS), CloudFormation (AWS), OpenStack, bare metal (Ubuntu) or as a Dockerized environment.

OpenTOSCA supports  the  creation  and modelling  of  TOSCA applications,  including graphical
modelling of topologies and management plans.

To perform the provisioning, the container analyses the contained TOSCA model and invokes the
contained Build Plan to instantiate a new application instance of the contained TOSCA model. If
there is no Build Plan available, the container generates a Build Plan on its own by using the Plan
Generator component and invokes it for the provisioning of the application. During the lifetime of
the  application,  the  container  enables  managing  instances  by  invoking  Management  Plans
contained in the respective CSAR, for example,  to scale application components. OpenTOSCA
Container has a documented REST API .

3.2.4.Cloudify
Cloudify [Cloudify] technology is based on blueprints, configuration files which define the details
of the application to be deployed, including topology, settings, dependencies, interactions among
components.  Using  such  blueprints  it  is  possible  to  automate  the  entire  life-cycle  of  the
applications.

It supports Chef Puppet, Ansible as configuration management tools for the application deployment
phase.
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Cloudify uses Cloudify Manager, i.e. a compute host that runs the Cloudify Management service
(mainly built using open-source components, as illustrated in the figure) to orchestrate resources.
Interaction with the Cloudify Manager can take place through a web GUI, a CLI or via REST API.
The manager  uses task queues to  communicate  with Cloudify Agents,  which execute tasks  on
application hosts when required.

The Community version of the Cloudify management console does not support users, user groups
or tenants management, nor UI-template management, which are Premium-only features. It can
orchestrate resources on OpenStack (up to Mitaka), AWS, Azure, Google Cloud Platform, vSphere,
vCloud, and has plugins for Kubernetes,  ARIA, Docker (community version only),  and others.
Cloudify uses Nginx as proxy and file server for the REST service, the web interface, and to host
Cloudify-specific resources. The queue messaging platform is RabbitMQ, used (in combination
with Logstash) for deployment tasks, logs and metrics. Cloudify uses Elasticsearch as its data store
for deployment state.  The deployment model and runtime data are stored as JSON documents.
Cloudify  holds  a  data  model  per  application  deployment.  This  data  model  contains  the  node
instances,  with each instance  storing  its  unique  instance  id  as  well  as  copy of  the  blueprint’s
original  configuration  for  this  node  and  runtime  properties  for  this  node  instance.  Runtime
Properties are saved to the database so that they can be consumed by plugins or by users, and are
only set during runtime by Cloudify or its plugins. PostgreSQL is used as the main DBMS to store
blueprints,  deployments,  runtime  properties,  indexing,  logs  and  events.  Lastly,  InfluxDB  and
Grafana are used as time series and visualization engines.
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Figure 7 provides a sketch of the workflow describing deployment creation and Figure 8 shows the
an illustration of a workflow execution.

3.2.5.ONAP
ONAP [ONAP] is a platform to orchestrate the life-cycle of Virtual Network Functions (VNF) in
an SDN. It is a composition of several (+10) applications and is divided in two main areas: design
and runtime. The Service Orchestrator (SO) provides the highest level of service orchestration in
the ONAP architecture (see figure below). Currently the SO is implemented via BPMN workflows
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that operate on Models distributed from the Service Designer and Creator (SDC) that describe the
Services and associated VNFs and other Resource components. 

There are a few key internal services which must be coordinated to deliver network services to
users.  Each  of  these  has  an  API  that  can  be  modelled  as  TOSCA components.  Some  key
projects/services:

• AAI – Active and Available Inventory. A system-scope data store for tracking status and
inventory.

• SDNC – Software Defined Networking Controller. SDN allocation and provisioning.

• Multi-VIM – Multi-cloud mediation layer.

• OF – Optimization Framework. Homing and change management

• APPC – VNF Instantiation, configuration and lifecycle management

• DCAE – Data Collection and Events. Instrumentation and messaging.

The  TOSCA orchestrator  used  in  ONAP is  [ARIA] which  implements  the  de-facto  reference
implementation  of  [TOSCA-YAML 2017].  The  ARIA project  provides  a  Python  library  that
includes a parser, orchestration/execution engine, and CLI. In order to facilitate the integration with
the SO project, the following items were delivered in the ONAP Amsterdam Release:

• A REST API to enable cross language integration into the SO, and the corresponding Java
bindings.

• A lightweight Docker container hosting ARIA.

• A Multi-VIM plugin, based on the Cloudify OpenStack plugin.
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3.2.6.OpenStack TOSCA components
TOSCA templates can be used directly in OpenStack via the joint use of TOSCA Parser and Heat-
Translator. The TOSCA Parser is an OpenStack project developed to parse TOSCA Simple Profile
in YAML. It reads the TOSCA templates and creates an in-memory graph of TOSCA nodes and
their  relationship.  The  Parser  can  be  used  as  a  library  by  any  client  program,  for  example,
OpenStack heat-translator uses it to translate TOSCA to Heat Orchestration Template (HOT).

Heat-Translator is another (independent) OpenStack project which provides a command line tool
able to transform non-Heat templates into Heat Orchestration Templates (HOTs) which can be
deployed  by  Heat.  In  particular,  the  current  development  is  focused  on  translating  TOSCA
templates to HOT (even if the tool is claimed to be easily extensible to be used with any format
other than TOSCA). The Heat-Translator can be used to automatically deploy translated TOSCA
template  directly  via  Heat,  just  adding  the  --deploy  flag.  This  component  is  designed  to  be
integrated in OpenStack, in order to leverage the functionalities provided by the other components,
but also in this case the stage the development is not sufficient to consider it production-ready.

3.2.7.INDIGO-DataCloud Infrastructure Manager
The INDIGO Infrastructure Manager (IM) is a component of the PaaS layer that allows to deploy
complex and customized virtual  resources on multiple different  IaaS Cloud platforms (such as
AWS,  OpenStack)  providing  an  abstraction  layer  to  the  definition  and  the  provision  of  such
resources.

IM  enables  computing  resource  orchestration  using  OASIS  standard  languages  (i.e.  TOSCA
protocol), and it eases the access and the usability of IaaS clouds by automating the VMI (Virtual
Machine Image) selection, deployment, configuration, software installation, monitoring and update
of the virtual infrastructure. IM supports APIs from a large number of virtual platforms, so that
applications  can  be  cloud-agnostic,  and  integrates  a  contextualization  system  to  enable  the
installation and configuration of all the user required applications providing the user with a fully
functional infrastructure.

IM support  OASIS TOSCA 1.0  YAML specification  with  the  custom node types  described in
[INDIGO TOSCA types].  Moreover,  it  supports  the  Identity  and  Access  Management  Service
(IAM), the Token Translation Service (TTS) for IAM authentication on OpenNebula Clouds, and
can access OpenStack cloud platforms that are IAM-enabled.

IM features a REST API, a command-line interface, and an XML-RPC API [IM documentation], as
well as a graphical user interface (http://www.grycap.upv.es/im).

3.2.8.INDIGO-DataCloud Orchestrator
The INDIGO Orchestrator is a component of the PaaS layer that allows to instantiate resources on
Cloud Management Frameworks,  both private  (like OpenStack, OpenNebula) and public (like
Amazon Web Services) and Mesos clusters.
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It takes the deployment requests, expressed through templates written in  [TOSCA-YAML 2017],
and deploys them on the best cloud site available. In order to do that it implements a complex
workflow interacting with other micro-services of the PaaS layer, such as the SLA Manager, the
Configuration Management DB, the Monitoring pillar, the data management service OneData, the
Cloud Provider Ranker.

The Orchestrator integrates a TOSCA parser based on a fork of the Alien4Cloud parser (modified
in order to minimize the deviations from the YAML Simple Profile 1.0) and a TOSCA runtime
based on a workflow engine (jBPM was used in INDIGO). Depending on the information derived
by the input template parsing operation, the Orchestrator runs the proper workflow described in
BPMN 2.0 standard. The PaaS Orchestrator is able to parse and process templates that use the
normative types and the [INDIGO TOSCA types] defined. These types allow to express different
types of topologies and deployments: 1) complex clusters of virtual machines or docker containers
that run on top of cloud sites, 2) long running services deployed through Marathon on top of a
Mesos cluster; 3) batch-like jobs launched through Chronos on top of a Mesos cluster. For the
deployment  type  (1),  the  Orchestrator  delegates  the  interaction  with  the  Cloud  Management
Framework to the INDIGO Infrastructure Manager, whereas for the other deployment types (2 and
3)  the  Orchestrator  interact  directly  with  the  Mesos  frameworks  (Marathon  or  Chronos)  by
integrating dedicated client libraries.

3.2.9.Comparison of technologies

Technology Characteristics summary

Project ARIA

• ARIA is a Command Line Interface (CLI) to develop and execute 
TOSCA templates, and an easily consumable Software 
Development Kit (SDK) for building TOSCA enabled software.

• Basically a library.
• Very early development stage (Apache incubator).

OpenTOSCA

• TOSCA runtime environment to deploy and manage cloud 
applications.

• XML based, no support for TOSCA YAML.
• Support for EC2 (AWS), CloudFormation (AWS), OpenStack, bare

metal (Ubuntu).

OpenStack TOSCA 
components

• OpenStack Heat 
translator

• OpenStack 
TOSCA parser

• Command line tools that allow the deployment of TOSCA 
topologies on OpenStack-based clouds.

• Perform translation from TOSCA to the OpenStack Heat 
(orchestration component) native language: HOT

• OpenStack TOSCA parser can be used independently to create in-
memory representations of TOSCA templates.

ONAP

• ONAP is a platform to orchestrate the lifecycle of Virtual Network 
Functions (VNF) in an SDN.

• The TOSCA orchestrator used in ONAP is ARIA which 
implements the de-facto reference implementation of TOSCA 
Simple YAML 1.0. 
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INDIGO-DataCloud 
Orchestrator

• Component at the PaaS layer level.
• Allows to instantiate resources on Cloud Management 

Frameworks, both private  (like OpenStack, OpenNebula) and 
public (like Amazon Web Services) and Mesos clusters.

• Support OASIS TOSCA 1.0 YAML specification.
• Integrates a TOSCA parser based on a fork of the Alien4Cloud 

parser (modified in order to minimize the deviations from the 
YAML Simple Profile 1.0) and a TOSCA runtime based on a 
workflow engine (jBPM).

INDIGO-DataCloud 
Infrastructure Manager 
(IM)

• PaaS-level component, allows to deploy complex virtual resources 
(topologies) over multiple IaaS providers.

• Support OASIS TOSCA 1.0 YAML specification to define cloud-
agnostic applications.

• Supports OpenNebula, OpenStack, OCCI, EGI Federated Cloud, 
Amazon EC2, Google Cloud Platform, Microsoft Azure, Docker, 
Kubernetes, FogBox, T-Systems OTC, libvirt.

• Supports OpenID Connect, SAML, Token Translation Service 
(TTS), OpenStack and OpenNebula authentication.

Cloudify

• Cloudify uses the Cloudify Manager, i.e. a compute host that runs 
the Cloudify Management service to orchestrate resources.

• Support for: OpenStack (up to Mitaka), AWS, Azure, Google 
Cloud Platform, vSphere, vCloud, and has plugins for Kubernetes, 
ARIA, Docker (community version only), and others.

• Community version does not support user or group 
management.

Alien4Cloud

• Supported orchestrators:
• Cloudify 3.4
• Puccini (beta)

• Depending on the orchestrator has support for:
•  Amazon, Azure, BYON, OpenStack, vSphere, Kubernetes 

(Beta) and Mesos + Marathon (experimental)
• Custom nodes that do not extend from TOSCA Normative types 

require a custom defined plan. This is possible, but officially not 
recommended.

3.3. Solutions for implementing the DEEP as a Service 
functionality
The DEEP as a service solution aims at delivering an easy transition path from a trained model into
a  production  service  that  can  be  used  to  exploit  the  model  features  (such  as  to  perform  a
prediction).  As already explained, leverages a serverless architecture or a function as a service
component will ease the execution of such services. In this section we will provide an overview of
the most relevant components to deliver such functionality.

Moreover, in a serverless architecture it is common to expose the applications as services. With a
Functions  as  a  Service  model,  users  can  run  code  without  provisioning  or  managing  servers,
making it  possible  to  run code for  virtually  any type  of  application  or  backend service.  FaaS
services promise the management of the deployed code with near zero administration, taking care
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of running and scaling the code with high availability. You can set up your code to automatically
trigger from other even sources and services or call it directly from any web or mobile app.

In this section we will provide an overview of the most relevant open source projects that deliver
such functionality. It is worth to notice here that there is a myriad of components that promise to
provide such functionality, but here we have selected the most active and relevant ones.

3.3.1.SCAR
SCAR  (Serverless  Container-aware  ARchitectures)  [SCAR]is  an  open-source  framework  to
execute containers out of Docker images in AWS Lambda in order to run generic applications and
code  in  virtually  any  programming  language.  SCAR was  developed  by  the  same  UPV team
involved in the DEEP-HybridDataCloud project. AWS Lambda provides Functions as a Service
(FaaS)  with  the  ability  to  run  parallel  executions  of  a  function  coded  in  certain  supported
programming languages (e.g. Python, Java, Node.JS, Go, C#), in response to events that occur in
the  infrastructure  (e.g.  uploading  a  file  to  an  Amazon  S3 bucket).  The  main  benefit  of  AWS
Lambda  is  its  large  degree  of  parallelism,  being  able  to  simultaneously  execute  up  to  3000
invocations of a function. Capacity provisioning is automatically handled by AWS and, therefore, a
serverless paradigm is employed in which the user just focus to write the application logic and
delegates  on the platform the execution  of  the  functions.  An additional  benefit  is  that  an idle
function  incurs  in  no cost  for  the  user,  thus  introducing the  ability  to  deploy highly-available
services with zero cost when no longer used, that is, actual pay-per-use.

However,  to  execute  general  scientific  applications  in  AWS  Lambda  one  should  not  require
applications to be transcoded to a particular programming language. Indeed, scientific applications
typically exhibit certain runtime requirements (e.g. specific libraries, OS flavours, etc.). SCAR uses
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a software outcome of the INDIGO-DataCloud project called udocker  [udocker] which allows to
execute docker containers in user space without requiring root privileges. The following figure,
describes  the  main  architecture  to  support  the  execution  of  containers  in  AWS  Lambda  by
integrating the usage of a storage back-end (Amazon S3), a log platform (CloudWatch Logs) and a
FaaS service (AWS Lambda).

SCAR supports  a  High  Throughput  Computing  Programming  Model  to  create  highly-parallel
event-driven  file-processing  serverless  applications  that  execute  on  customized  runtime
environments provided by Docker containers run on AWS Lambda. This framework has been used
to support several scientific applications as is the case of object recognition in large datasets of
images  using Darknet,  an open source neural  network framework. The main limitation of this
approach is that containers should fit in the limited ephemeral storage space provided by AWS
Lambda.

3.3.2.Qinling
Qinling  [QINLING] is a software component that delivers Functions as a Service for OpenStack
clouds written in Python and released under an Apache License 2.0 [APACHE 2.0]. The projects
aims  at  delivering  serverless  functions,  being  integrated  with  the  rest  of  the  OpenStack
components. Qinling supports various container orchestration engines for running the functions
code  (Kubernetes,  Docker  swarm)  and  it  is  integrated  with  several  function  package  storage
backends (OpenStack Swift, Amazon S3).

Being an OpenStack native component  it  is  tightly  integrated with and leverages  all  the other
existing  OpenStack  components  for  authentication  and  authorization  (OpenStack  Keystone),
alarming (OpenStack Aodh),  storage  (OpenStack Swift),  etc.  Qinling  consists  on two different
components: the Qinling API service and the Qinling engine, taking care of deploying the functions
in the available resources. Qinling functions can react to event, alarms and web-hooks; for example
triggering a redeploy a function whenever a change is made in a file stored in the corresponding
storage  container.  Authentication  and  authorization  in  Qinling  is  managed  by  the  OpenStack
Keystone component, therefore it is possible to use any authentication method or backend that is
supported by it (native username and password, LDAP, federated authentication including SAML,
Kerberos, Keystone and OpenID Connect, etc.)

In Qinling, functions can be defined in different ways: Qinling can use a Docker image to deliver
the functionality, a function can be also defined as code that is then encapsulated by the software
itself inside a Docker container or a Swift object can be directly executed as a function.

3.3.3.OpenFaaS
OpenFaaS  [OpenFaaS] is  an community built  framework for delivering Functions as a Service
functionality based on Docker containers and Kubernetes as the container orchestration engine. It is
written in Go and released under a MIT License. OpenFaaS allows any code and process to be
packed inside a Docker container and its functionality delivered as a new function. As it can be
seen in Figure 11, OpenFaaS is not bounded to any specific Cloud Management Framework, and it
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currently uses either Kubernetes or Docker Swarm as the container orchestration engine. OpenFaaS
on  itself  does  not  provide  any  authentication  mechanism  at  it  relies  on  external  components
(reverse proxies, or API gateways) to authenticate its endpoint.

OpenFaaS bases its functions on Docker containers. Therefore, the function to be deployed needs 
to be packaged into a Docker image. The project provides specific code for doing this, called 
Function Watchdog, thus providing an simple entry point allowing HTTP request to be forwarded 
to the target process via standard input.

3.3.4.Apache OpenWhisk
Apache OpenWhisk  [OPENWHISK] is  an Apache incubator  project  that  provides a serverless,
open  source  cloud  platform  that  executes  functions  in  response  to  events  at  any  scale.  The
development  was  initiated  by  IBM  and  Adobe,  but  now  it  is  under  the  Apache  Foundation
umbrella. It is written in Scala and released under an Apache License 2.0. The Apache OpenWhisk
high level model can be shown in Figure 12, where the following concepts are conceptually linked:

• Event sources, such as devices, queues, databases, and web-hooks, emit classes of events in
the form of triggers.

• Triggers are the class of events (including device readings, published messages, and data
changes) that are emitted by event sources.

• Actions  are  functions  that  encapsulate  code  –  written  in  any  supported  language  by
implementing a single method signature – to be executed in response to a trigger.

• Rules represent the declarative association between a trigger and an action, defining which
action(s) should be executed in response to an event.

• Sequences allow to chain together a sequence of actions in a declarative fashion.
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• Packages  encapsulate  external  services  in  a  reusable  manner  and  assemble  them  into
triggers and actions.

OpenWhisk builds on other solid open source components, as shown in the high level architecture 
shown in Figure 13, like NGINX for the frontend HTTP server exposing the APIs, CouchDB to 
hold the status of the service, Consul to hold the information system of the platform and Apache 
Kafka to finally connect the OpenWhisk Controller with the corresponding Invokers. User code 
and functions are encapsulated as Docker containers and executed on any of the supported 
platforms.
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3.3.5.Fission
Fission  [FISSION] is  an  open  source  (maintained  by  Platform  9)  framework  for  serverless
functions  on  Kubernetes  written  in  Go  and  released  under  an  Apache  License  2.0.  Fission
architecture is depicted on Figure 14.

With Fission the user only has to focus on writing their function, as it allows the deployment and
execution of functions based on that code, automating the work of building a Docker container and
executing them on top of a  Kubernetes  cluster.  However,  Fission also allows the execution of
custom containers, although this is just a feature, not imposed by the design. One of the Fission
main features is that it provides a pool of pre-provisioned containers, therefore avoiding cold-starts
and providing low launch latencies. Other Fission features are the following: Function workflow
support, Istio service mesh integration allowing secure deployments and communication with other
micro-services, wide language support, and automatic function auto-scaling.

3.3.6.Kubeless
Kubeless  [KUBELESS] is a native Kubernetes serverless framework, written in Go and released
under an Apache License 2.0. It allows the deployment and execution of small pieces of code on
top of a Kubernetes cluster, without managing the underlying infrastructure, taking advantage of all
the Kubernetes functionalities. Being Kubernetes-native, it has a simple architecture as depicted in
Figure 15, and its main features are the following:

• Support for Python, Node.js, Ruby, PHP, and custom run-times
• CLI compliant with AWS Lambda CLI
• Event triggers using Kafka messaging system and HTTP events
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• Prometheus monitoring of functions calls and function latency by default.

Kubeless bases its function definition on the creation of custom resource definitions, to be able to
create functions as custom Kubernetes resources. The controller injects the functions code into the
run-times  and  make  them  available  over  an  HTTP endpoint.  Authentication  is  managed  by
Kubernetes, therefore it is possible to utilize any supported authentication method.

3.3.7.Comparison of technologies

Technology Features Strong points Weak points

SCAR

Framework to 
execute 
containers on 
top of AWS 
lambda

• Manages large executions 
(High Throughput 
Computing) on AWS lambda.

• Supported by partner in the 
consortium

• Currently support for AWS 
lambda only (pluggable 
mechanism is being 
developed).

Qinling Serverless 
framework

• Tightly Integrated with 
OpenStack, thus leveraging 
other OpenStack components 
(i.e. no need of additional 
services).

• Authentication managed by 
OpenStack.

• Simple architecture.
• Allows execution of code, no 

• Tightly Integrated with 
OpenStack, therefore 
difficult to use outside 
OpenStack clouds.
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container management 
needed.

OpenFaaS Serverless 
framework

• Community driven 
development

• No authentication.
• Restricted to Kubernetes or

Docker Swarm backend.
• Only based on containers, 

no support for direct code 
execution.

Apache 
OpenWhisk

Serverless 
framework

• Apache Foundation incubator 
project.

• Industrial actors involved in 
development.

• No pluggable 
authentication

Fission Serverless 
framework

• Fast function provisioning.
• Industrial actors involved in 

development.
• Allows execution of code, no 

container management 
needed.

• No authentication.
• Restricted to Kubernetes 

backend.

Kubeless Serverless 
framework

• Simple architecture.
• Same authentication as 

Kubernetes

• Restricted to Kubernetes 
backend.
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4. Detailed component description
According to the components already identified in the description of activities, and the state of the
art described in the corresponding section, for each of the generic components that we have already
described in this document we have selected the following software assets or services

4.1. Component template description
The template shown below will be used as the structure for including a complete description of
each component in the following submissions.

Identification The unique name for the component and its location in the system

Type A module, a subprogram, a data file, a control procedure, a class, etc.

Purpose Function and performance requirements implemented by the design component, 
including derived requirements. Derived requirements are not explicitly stated in
the SRS, but are implied or adjunct to formally stated SDS requirements.

Function What the component does, the transformation process, the specific inputs that 
are processed, the algorithms that are used, the outputs that are produced, where 
the data items are stored, and which data items are modified.
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High level
architecture

The internal structure of the component, its constituents, and the functional 
requirements satisfied by each part.

Dependencies How the component's function and performance relate to other components. 
How this component is used by other components. The other components that 
use this component. Interaction details such as timing, interaction conditions 
(such as order of execution and data sharing), and responsibility for creation, 
duplication, use, storage, and elimination of components.

Interfaces Detailed descriptions of all external and internal interfaces as well as of any 
mechanisms for communicating through messages, parameters, or common data 
areas. All error messages and error codes should be identified. All screen 
formats, interactive messages, and other user interface components (originally 
defined in the SRS) should be given here.

Data For the data internal to the component, describes the representation method, 
initial values, use, semantics, and format. This information will  probably be 
recorded in the data dictionary.

Needed
improvement

Description of the needed improvements of this tool with regards the DEEP-
HybridDataCloud objectives, in order to fulfil the user requirements and to build
the DEEP as a Service functionality.

Current TRL
status

Expected TRL
evolution

4.2. Application composition

Identification Alien4Cloud

Type A Java web-based application

Purpose Alien4Cloud is an application that allows people in the enterprise to collaborate 
in order to provide self-service deployment of complex applications taking in 
account the different experts through a role based portal by means of application 
architectures described in the TOSCA Simple Profile in YAML specification.

Function Alien4Cloud consists on a web-based application that supports i) the definition 
of multiple user accounts with different roles; ii) importing multiple TOSCA 
types as building blocks; iii) the composition of TOSCA templates by means of 
said building blocks; iv) the deployment of TOSCA templates to a TOSCA 
runtime engine (Cloudify and Puccini) are supported, and Mesos; v) the lifecycle
management of said deployment.

High level
architecture

The internal architecture of Alien4Cloud is described in the following picture 
(credit: https://alien4cloud.github.io/#/developer_guide/internal-
architecture.html):
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ALIEN is an AngularJS (front) + Spring (back) web-application. Plugins for 
ALIEN are managed as singular Spring applications context that all share the 
same parent context (ALIEN core application context). Each plugin uses it’s 
own class loader to ensure that they don’t collide with each others. 

Dependencies Alien4Cloud depends on a Java Runtime Environment (JRE) to deploy the web-
based application. It also depends on a set of TOSCA types that are required to 
perform the composition of TOSCA templates. Finally, it depends on a TOSCA 
runtime engine, also known as Orchestrator, to perform the provision and 
deployment of virtual infrastructures on multiple Cloud sites.

Interfaces Alien4Cloud supports a web-based graphical user interface to interact with the 
software (user management, TOSCA types importing, topology composition, 
deployment, etc.). It also supports a fully featured REST API to interact with: 
users, plugins, orchestrators, meta-properties, catalogue, workspaces, 
applications, applications deployment, topology editor, administrator. The REST 
API is described in 
https://alien4cloud.github.io/roadmap/index.html#/documentation/2.0.0/rest/over
view.html

Data Data is used at multiple levels in Alien4Cloud but the main focus is set on the 
Catalogue.
Alien 4 Cloud TOSCA Catalogue. is an index of components/elements defined 
in a TOSCA archive. Among these elements we find two main categories Types 
(reusable building blocks) and Topologies (Composition and definition of the 
building blocks to define what a user wants to deploy).
When adding or creating a TOSCA archive in Alien 4 Cloud the archive is 
automatically store on a File System but also indexed to provide browsing and 
search features. In addition to the types and topology in an archive Alien4Cloud 
also indexes an object that represents the archive and its meta-data. This is 
referenced in alien as the CSAR (for Cloud Service ARchive).

Needed
improvement

Alien4Cloud is adopted in DEEP-HybridDataCloud as the tool to facilitate the 
composition of TOSCA Templates out of the TOSCA Types. To this aim, three 
improvements are required. First, the TOSCA Types that were created in the 
INDIGO-DataCloud project that already support multiple scientific applications 
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and which are used in the INDIGO-DataCloud PaaS Orchestrator, will be 
adapted to be used in Alien4Cloud. This involves minor adjustments in the 
syntax and attributes employed to allow seamless compatibility between 
Alien4Cloud and the PaaS Orchestrator. Second, a plugin will be developed in 
order to integrate the INDIGO-DataCloud PaaS Orchestrator as one of the 
orchestrators supported in Alien4Cloud. Fortunately, the plugin system available 
in Alien4Cloud will allow to easily modularise the creation of the plugin without
requiring to maintain a separate version of Alien4Cloud and push the changes 
upstream. Finally, support for OpenID Connect should be integrated in order to 
foster its integration with the IAM solutions available in EOSC.

Current TRL
status

Alien4Cloud can be currently considered in TRL 8. The latest version released is
2.0.0 and the web page describes several success stories highlighting its adoption
across multiple use cases involving several underlying computing platforms 
(IaaS Cloud sites and Kubernetes clusters). It is actively developed in GitHub.

Expected TRL
evolution

Alien4Cloud will maintain the TRL 8. The plugins developed will be developed 
and assessed through the proper Software Quality Assurance requirements 
defined by the project to achieve a similar Technology Readiness Level.

Identification Docker

Type Service, CLI and Library

Purpose Manage and run Docker containers

Function Docker is an open source project providing operating system level virtualization. 
Docker provides container creation and lifecycle management via its libcontainer
library in order to directly use the virtualization facilities provided by the Linux 
kernel.
Docker function in the DEEP-HybridDataCloud project is to provide a method to
build and distribute ready to use images containing user applications.

High level
architecture N/A

Dependencies Dependencies vary according to the chosen underlying drivers.

Interfaces Detailed descriptions of all external and internal interfaces as well as of any 
mechanisms for communicating through messages, parameters, or common data 
areas. All error messages and error codes should be identified. All screen 
formats, interactive messages, and other user interface components (originally 
defined in the SRS) should be given here.

Data

Needed
improvement

No improvements needed. Development effort within WP6 is to create Docker 
images containing the user applications.

Current TRL
status TRL 9

Expected TRL
evolution N/A
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Identification Ansible

Type CLI and Library

Purpose Automates application deployment.

Function Ansible is an open-source IT configuration management, deployment and 
orchestration tool. Ansible playbooks describe the deployment steps using 
YAML format. A playbook maps hosts to a set of roles. Ansible roles are fully 
reusable, self contained units of work that contain the calls to tasks to perform 
the work.
DEEP-HybridDataCloud project uses Ansible roles to take over the deployment 
of applications in Docker images.

High level
architecture

Agent-less architecture leveraging on already in-place transport mechanisms 
such as SSH – for Linux – and Windows Remote Management – for Windows –.
Ansible modules, describing the desired states, are transferred to the remote 
machines and return JSON data over standard output, which will be 
subsequently processed by the Ansible program on the controlling machine. 
Remote machines could be localhost in the simplest case.

Dependencies No expected dependencies with other components. The deployment of 
applications in DEEP-HybridDataCloud project uses Ansible CLI tools to 
execute the roles at the local machine. The underlying transport mechanism is 
not relevant for this use case.

Interfaces Modules in Ansible are the interfaces to control system resources. Ansible ships 
with a built-in module library, but new modules can be developed. A JSON 
string must be printed to standard output before exiting, so Ansible program can 
parse it and return the appropriate exit code.

Data Ansible uses JSON strings for handling internal communications. Playbooks and
roles use YAML format.

Needed
improvement No improvement needed.

Current TRL
status TRL 9

Expected TRL
evolution N/A

4.3. TOSCA runtime tools

Identification INDIGO Orchestrator

Type Java Application

Purpose The Orchestrator receives high-level deployment requests and coordinates the 
deployment process over the underlying IaaS sites. This component is built 
around a workflow engine: the implemented workflows include the interactions 
with other micro- services of the PaaS layer as detailed below.

Function The Orchestrator manages the deployment process implementing a complex 
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workflow. The main steps are summarized hereafter:
1. User authentication/authorization
2. User request validation and TOSCA template parsing
3. Retrieve information about the IaaS sites, including SLAs and monitoring

data
4. Service/Virtual infrastructure deployment exploiting IaaS automation 

tools like INDIGO Infrastructure Manager, OpenStack Heat, or docker 
orchestration tool like Apache Mesos (Marathon and Chronos framework 
are supported) or other tools that can be plugged in as shown in the figure
below.

5. Check deployment readiness
This high-level schema is implemented using BPM technology (workflow). The 
Orchestrator implements a set of workflows to manage the deployment lifecycle 
requests, such as create, update and delete.
The user only has to submit a deployment request providing the description of 
the topology of the services/infrastructure using the TOSCA language. After the 
workflow starts, the user can poll the Orchestrator APIs to know the service 
deployment status.

High level
architecture

The following figure shows the high-level architecture of the PaaS Orchestrator:

The INDIGO Orchestrator component is implemented using Java technologies 
and open-source frameworks such as: jBPM (orchestrator engine), Alien4Cloud 
TOSCA library (used for the Orchestrator TOSCA parser), Hibernate ORM with 
MySQL database, etc.
 After receiving a deployment request, the Orchestrator interacts with different 
PaaS services in order to select the best IaaS site for the deployment. The 
Orchestrator collects information about the user's SLAs (asking the SLAM 
service), information about the computing and storage services available at the 
sites (asking the CMDB service), the monitoring data. If the deployment site and
resources are available, the deploying process begins with IM/HEAT or a 
dedicated adapter.
Information about the deployments are stored in a MySQL database.
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Dependencies The Orchestrator depends on the following services:
• INDIGO IAM for user authentication;
• INDIGO SLAM for collecting information about the user's SLAs;
• INDIGO CMDB for collecting information about the IaaS sites (available

virtual images, compute and storage services, etc.);
• INDIGO Monitoring service for collecting services health status and 

metrics;
• INDIGO Cloud Provider Ranker (CPR) for ranking the cloud providers;
• IaaS orchestrator like INDIGO IM, OpenStack Heat for cloud resources 

provisioning and configuration;
• Apache Mesos (Marathon/Chronos) for deploying docker containers

Moreover the Orchestrator depends on
• Database: to store information about the deployments

Interfaces The Orchestrator exposes RESTful Web Services.
It complies with RFC 2616 standard and uses JSON data format as request and 
response encoding. All messages and error codes comply with standard status 
code definition.

Data Web Services message data are in JSON encoding.
Deployments data, endpoints and configurations are stored in MySQL databases 
and are accessible through RESTful APIs. An additional MySQL schema stores 
the information of jBPM processes.

Needed
improvement

The Orchestrator needs to be modified in order to support deployments that 
require the use of specialized computing resources. Another important 
improvement will be needed in the implemented workflow in order to provide 
better support for the hybrid multi-site deployments.

Current TRL
status

The INDIGO PaaS Orchestrator is TRL8 for standard deployment on single IaaS
instances. It is TRL6 for the deployment of the services across different IaaS or 
specialized hardware.

Expected TRL
evolution

At the end of the project the Orchestrator will be delivered as TRL8 also for the 
deployment of the services across different IaaS or specialized hardware, and 
TRL9 for the basic functionalities.

Identification Infrastructure Manager (IM)

Type A service and a client.

Purpose The IM is a service for the whole orchestration of virtual infrastructures and 
applications deployed on it, including resource provisioning, deployment, 
configuration, re-configuration and termination.

Function The service manages the complete deployment of virtual infrastructures or 
individual components within them.
The status of a virtual infrastructure can be:

• pending: launched, but still in initialization stage;
• running: created successfully and running, but still in the configuration 

stage;
• configured: running and contextualized;
• unconfigured: running but not correctly contextualized;
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• stopped: stopped or suspended;
• off: shutdown or removed from the infrastructure;
• failed: an error happened during submission;
• unknown: unable to obtain the status.

The following figure shows a state transition diagram for a virtual infrastructure.
 

These are the main requirements concerning the IM in the DEEP-
HybridDataCloud project:

• Deploy a TOSCA-specified virtual infrastructure.
• Get information from a deployed infrastructure, including status, 

specification information, and contextualization logs.
• Reconfigure an existing infrastructure, adding or removing VMs.
• Stop and restart existing infrastructures.
• Terminate an existing deployed infrastructure.

High level
architecture

The following figure describes the high-level architecture of the IM, including 
external dependencies.
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IM uses the Virtual Machine Image (VMI) Repository & Catalogue. (VMRC) for
searching the VMIs. IM integrates a cloud selector that selects the most suitable 
VMI for the application description. Then, a configuration manager based on 
Ansible configures the VMs deployed by the cloud connector and installs the 
necessary software. The cloud connector provides the independence to the cloud 
IaaS platform.

Dependencies The IM service requires two additional components to work, IaaS cloud 
resources and a VMI repository.
It supports multiple back-ends and standards (Amazon EC2, Microsoft Azure, 
Google Cloud, OpenNebula, OpenStack, OCCI, Fogbow, Kubernetes, etc), 
which enables interacting with other resources and back-ends.
IM uses VMRC as the VMI repository, although this can be skipped in the case 
the INDIGO PaaS Orchestrator is used to provide VMI selection.

Interfaces The IM service supports two APIs:
• The native one in XML-RPC
• A REST interface.

It also includes a command-line Python client which interacts with the XML-
RPC API.

Data The IM uses three types of information
• Application descriptions following the OASIS TOSCA Simple Profile in 

YAML Version.
• Information about the cloud providers end-points and associated metadata

to be used by the IM.
• Information about the deployed infrastructures (specifications, IDs, 

status, end-points, etc.) in a MySQL database or in a file.
Client and server exchange the data through the parameters of the API calls.

Needed
improvement

For the DEEP-HybridDataCloud project, two main improvements are required. 
On the one hand, include better support for the deployment of virtual 
infrastructures across hybrid infrastructures which may involve the use of 
specialized computing devices such as GPUs or low latency interconnects.

Current TRL
status

The IM is considered to be in TRL 8 for its standard features. The IM is part of 
the EOSC-Hub catalogue of services and it is currently being used in production 
in the EGI VMOps Dashboard. However, the support for the deployment of 
infrastructures across multiple Cloud sites involving specialized computing 
devices and/or low latency interconnects is considered at state TRL 6.

Expected TRL
evolution

Prototypes of deployments across on-premises and public Cloud sites were 
developed in INDIGO-DataCloud but the level of maturity of this approach will 
increase during this project to further include these computing devices as part of 
the lifecycle for virtual infrastructure deployment so that applications can 
seamlessly access them.

Identification OpenStack TOSCA parser

Type CLI and Library

Purpose Parse TOSCA simple profile documents written in YAML

Function Reads TOSCA templates and creates in memory representation of TOSCA 
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nodes and their relationships

High level
architecture N/A

Dependencies None

Interfaces Python API.

Data Input: TOSCA YAML simple template

Needed
improvement

Modifications foreseen in order to support the additional TOSCA custom 
types that will be developed within the project.

Current TRL status TRL 8

Expected TRL
evolution TRL 8

Identification OpenStack Heat Translator

Type CLI and library

Purpose Parse TOSCA templates and translate them into the OpenStack native language: 
HOT

Function The TOSCA translator receives as input a TOSCA YAML simple profile 
document and it produces as output a HOT template, the format being used by 
the native OpenStack Heat Component.

High level
architecture

Dependencies OpenStack TOSCA Parser
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OpenStack components to perform final translation with regards Virtual 
Machine images, types, etc.

Interfaces Detailed descriptions of all external and internal interfaces as well as of any 
mechanisms for communicating through messages, parameters, or common data 
areas. All error messages and error codes should be identified. All screen 
formats, interactive messages, and other user interface components (originally 
defined in the SRS) should be given here.

Data Input: TOSCA document
Output: HOT document

Needed
improvement

Modifications foreseen in order to support the additional TOSCA custom types 
that will be developed within the project.

Current TRL
status TRL 8

Expected TRL
evolution TRL 8

4.4. DEEP Open Catalogue.
In order to obtain a widespread usage and adoption of the DEEP building blocks, as well as to
enhance the visibility of the project, the usage of public repositories providing social features will
be promoted within the project. Moreover, taking into account the existing link with the INDIGO-
DataCloud  solutions  and  the  INDIGO  collaboration,  we  will  continue  using  the  existing
organization in such portals and tools. In this context, we will store the defined TOSCA templates,
Dockerfiles and any other source-code related assets (like the code for the developed plugins, user
models  and  applications,  configuration  guides,  etc.)  in  the  GitHub  public  service,  under  the
INDIGO-DataCloud organization: [INDIGO GITHUB]. For the automatic building and storage of
Docker  containers  we  will  continue  using  the  DockerHub  repository  located  at  [INDIGO
DOCKERHUB]. Following the SDS component description, a description of each component is
provided in the following tables.

Identification GitHub

Type 3rd party service providing software repository and source code management

Purpose Hosting of defined TOSCA topologies, Dockerfiles containing user applications
and relevant documentation.

Function GitHub will be one of the parts composing the DEEP open catalogue, therefore,
apart from the usage described in [DEEP D3.1] for the software components 
developed within the whole project, will be used to store the following software
assets:

• Created TOSCA topologies and DEEP custom types.
• Dockerfiles containing user applications.
• Documentation relevant for WP6.

High level
architecture N/A
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Dependencies Alien4Cloud has dependencies on GitHub, in order to import the defined 
custom types and TOSCA topologies.
DockerHub will also rely on the Dockerfiles managed in GitHub, in order to 
create automated build.

Interfaces GitHub provides REST APIs, a graphical web interface as well as command 
line tools.

Data The data stored in GitHub comprises the following assets:
• Created TOSCA topologies and DEEP custom types.
• Dockerfiles containing user applications.
• Documentation relevant for WP6.

Needed
improvement N/A

Current TRL
status TRL 9

Expected TRL
evolution N/A

Identification Docker Hub

Type 3rd party service providing hosting and automated build for Docker images

Purpose Host the Docker images created within the project

Function DockerHub allows the automated build of images upon changes on its 
definition file, as well as direct hosting of those images.

High level
architecture N/A

Dependencies GitHub for providing the Dockerfiles needed to create the user images
The PaaS layer depends on DockerHub, in order to deploy the requested 
container.

Interfaces DockerHub provides REST APIs, a graphical web interface as well as 
command line tools.

Data The data stored by this component will be Docker images and the 
corresponding Dockerfiles containing the recipes for the automated builds.

Needed
improvement N/A

Current TRL
status TRL 9

Expected TRL
evolution N/A
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4.5. DEEP as a Service
Although an initial evaluation has been already done, a component for delivering the final DEEP as
a  Service  solution  has  not  yet  been  selected.  Further  testing  needs  to  be  done,  in  order  to
understand which will be the best suited solution that will provide the desired functionality and the
easiest integration path, specially with regards integration in the EOSC ecosystem. The delivery of
the applications as a service functionality is scheduled for the second half of the project, therefore
no  penalty  will  be  introduced  by  delaying  this  decision  to  a  later  stage.  Moreover,  the  final
selection of the component does not compromises the overall architecture, since all the evaluated
solutions provide similar functionalities, differing only in implementation details and their internal
design and architecture.

4.6. Authentication and Authorization

Identification INDIGO IAM

Type Service

Purpose The IAM service provides user identity and policy information to services so 
that consistent authorization decisions can be enforced across distributed 
services.

Function The INDIGO IAM service provides a layer where identities, enrolment,  group 
membership,  attributes  and  policies  to  access  distributed  resources  and 
services can be managed in a homogeneous and interoperable way. It supports 
the federated authentication mechanisms behind the INDIGO AAI and it is 
compatible with the AARC Blueprint Architecture. Within DEEP-
HybridDataCloud the INDIGO IAM will be used to provide authentication and 
authorization information for all the components requiring such access control.

High level
architecture N/A

Dependencies All the components requiring authentication in the system should implement 
OpenID Connect as the authentication and authorization method.

Interfaces The INDIGO IAM implements an OpenID Connect provider and OAuth 2.0 
authorization server.

Data The IAM stores data about identities, sessions and policies in a persistent 
database.

Needed
improvement No improvement or developments foreseen.

Current TRL
status TRL 8

Expected TRL
evolution N/A
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5. Reuse and relationships with other products
The project  has along its  design principles  to  reuse existing components  as much as  possible,
contributing  the  needed  changes  to  the  original  products  when  needed.  The  DEEP-
HybridDataCloud  project  has  its  roots  in  the  solutions  developed  by  the  INDIGO-DataCloud
project, since several of the production-grade INDIGO components (TRL8, TRL9) will be further
enhanced in order to fulfil the requirements of the DEEP-HybridDataCloud use cases, promoting
that specific functionality from prototype stages into production grade component. Moreover, some
components are outside the scope of the project consortium. For those cases, we will still seek to
contribute our changes, ensuring that these modifications and enhancements are of broad interest.

All  the  expected  enhancements  and  contributions  have  been  already  highlighted  in  the
corresponding Detailed component description section.

6. Design decisions and trade-offs
The design has been guided taking into account the input from the use cases collected in WP2 in
the form of technical requirements. This design is subject to change due to further interactions with
the DEEP-HybridDataCloud use cases, resulting in an update of this document.

In order to select the best suited component for each of the WP6 blocks, a survey of the available
technologies  has  been done.  However,  based on our  experience,  some technologies  have  been
chosen  without  performing  such  state  of  the  art  study.  This  is  the  case  of  the  following  (a
justification is provided for each of them):

• The usage of Docker containers and Ansible roles in order to build up the user applications.
Taking into account the positive experience obtained in the INDIGO-DataCloud project,
and the current trend in the scientific computing area of delivering the software as Docker
containers,  Docker has been chosen as the desired execution method within the DEEP-
HybridDataCloud  project.  Docker  container  images  will  be  built  using  Dockerfiles  and
Ansible.  Ansible  is  an  open  source  software  that  provides  automation  for  software
provisioning, configuration management  and application development.  By using Ansible
within DEEP, it  would be possible  to  express a desired configuration state  that  will  be
applied to a given Docker container when it is built. This way it would be possible to create
generic Ansible modules, that can be then combined to build more complex configurations,
making possible to apply the same installation and configuration (for example for a machine
learning framework)  in  different  containers  and/or  virtual  machines  by simply applying
those modules on that Docker container or virtual machine.

• The usage of GitHub and DockerHub for storing the DEEP catalogue and the source code of
components.  These  components  have  been  selected  due  to  its  wide  adoption  in  their
corresponding areas and the social features that they provide: forking, user interaction, etc.
Maintaining a custom service for this purpose will limit the projects visibility and outreach,
hindering the adoption by external user communities.
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• The selection of OpenID Connect as the authentication and authorization technology and
the usage of the INDIGO IAM as the authentication and authorization component.  The
DEEP-HybridDataCloud project does not have effort  to develop and Authentication and
Authorization Infrastructure (AAI) as it is outside of the scope of the project. However,
proper authentication and authorization are key aspects of any distributed e-infrastructure
exploiting  the  DEEP-HybridDataCloud  products.  In  order  to  ease  this  integration  and
exploitation plan we have designed our services to follow the AARC Architecture Blueprint
and its guidelines (as well as any other relevant recommendations that may arise from the
EOSC context). In this regard, OpenID Connect is one of the most widespread technologies
in the EOSC, and the INDIGO IAM is a component that provides an OpenID Connect
Provider as well as an OAuth 2.0 authorization server.

• The usage of TOSCA as the language for describing the application topologies. During the
INDIGO-DataCloud  project  we  already  performed  a  selection  of  existing  methods,
languages  and  standards  that  would  make  possible  to  define  complex  application
topologies. The OASIS TOSCA specification was considered the most suitable one, as it
provides an abstraction from the underlying implementation, making it possible to use a
TOSCA document  across  several  cloud  management  frameworks.  Moreover,  TOSCA's
extensibility  allows  an  easy  definition  of  custom  types,  delivering  a  high  degree  of
flexibility.

• A serverless architecture for delivering the applications as a service towards final users. The
DEEP as a service solution aims at delivering an easy transition path from a trained model 
into a production service that can be used to exploit the model features (such as to perform a
prediction).

One possible alternative is to deploy the same model, attached to a public REST API that 
can be used to perform the predictions. This is the most straightforward method to deliver 
such as service, however it presents some drawbacks: it is needed to deploy the full model 
(whose size may be large), the user needs to be aware of this and program a REST API for 
the model (or a generic API needs to be provided), the model might be consuming resources
whenever it is not being used and the user has the responsibility of checking that the service
is up, running and properly configured. Moreover, when an update of the model is to be 
performed (for instance an update of a neural network weights) a full redeployment has to 
be made.

Another possibility would be just to deploy a service that delivers the model functionality, 
separated from the model training code and data. This method alleviates the full model 
deployment drawback, but the rest still applies.

However, it has been identified as a desirable feature that users are able to create API 
backends for web and mobile applications without managing servers. A third option would 
be to provide a Function as a Service (also named serverless) component, where the user 
will just provide the minimum amount of code required for delivering the model 
functionality. In this case, users will only write functions and map them to HTTP routes. 
Therefore, this component will take care of exposing the functionality as a service using a 
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well defined REST API, provide scalability, high availability and monitoring, etc. 
Moreover, serverless architectures are designed to be event-driven, therefore it would be 
possible to trigger an automatic service update whenever a change in the model is made.

7. Workpackage implementation plan

7.1. Task structure
WP6 tasks are divided in two different areas (listed below), although tightly interconnected. For
more details on each of the tasks evolution, please refer to the detailed workplan.

The table below provides a list of all WP6 tasks and subtasks, the partners involved and the total
efforts in terms of person-months (PMs).

Task ID Task name Partner Effort allocated

T6.1 Application model building UPV
CSIC
INFN
IISAS

32PMsT6.1.1 TOSCA template definition

T6.1.2 Building blocks composition and DEEP Open Catalogue

T6.2 DEEP as a Service deployment and exploitation

CSIC
UPV
IISAS
INFN

34PMs

7.2. Coordination of activities
The coordination of this work package follows the structure defined in the Description of Work, the
Grant Agreement and the Consortium Agreement documents. The WP coordinator is CSIC, who
oversees the activities following its progress together with the task leaders (work in each particular
task is coordinated by the corresponding task leaders), coordinating the WP planning, reporting and
deliverable evaluation. Regular fortnightly meetings (held remotely) are scheduled at the level of
the whole work package in order to follow the progress of the tasks and the different activities.

7.3. Task prioritization
The initial prioritization of tasks in WP6 has been done taking into account the tentative schedule
for the delivery of the different solutions that comprise the DEEP as a service final product. On the
first half of the project the priority is to deliver a platform that provides easy access to execute the
bulk workloads (batch executions) of the selected use cases in WP2. The second half of the project
is more focused on delivering a platform (together with the implementation of a DevOps pipeline)
to execute the developed applications as a service. In spite of this prioritization tasks in WP6 are
scheduled, as described in the next subsection, to run during the whole lifetime of the project, due
to the need of the continuous building and adaptation of the DEEP application catalogue.
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In the case of a significant delay in a particular area,  the Steering Committee might decide to
reassign tasks to different partners, thus reducing the priority and effort on other tasks. Moreover,
the  continuous interaction  that  this  workpackage has  with WP2 and the related use  cases  and
communities may require a review and update of this plan, resulting in a re-prioritization of tasks.

7.4. Requirement tracking
In order to keep track of the technical requirements and the involved developments to be carried
out by the project JRAs, WP2 and WP3 have defined a set of processes based on the collaborative
tools  used  within  the  DEEP-HybridDataCloud  project  [DEEP-requirement-management],
Confuence and JIRA. Confluence is being used as the main source of information for the project,
holding all the working documents for the project. JIRA is the issue tracker where the development
activities  are  managed  and  tracked.  JIRA and  Confluence  are  tightly  linked,  facilitating  the
information flow between the two tools.

The  defined  processes  involve  the  definition  of  product  blueprints (containing  specific
requirements)  that  are  linked to  individual  user  stories using  the  Confluence  tool.  These  user
stories are then linked to JIRA Story issues, where the development takes place. JIRA allows the
breakdown of these issues into individual working items (subsequent  JIRA issues), depending on
the complexity of the tasks to be performed. By using these processes,  evolving user needs and
requirements  can  be  incorporated  into  the  development  cycle  of  the  project  at  any  stage.
Consolidated reports will be generated accordingly.
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7.5. Detailed workplans

7.6. Risk assessment
There  are  several  risks  that  can  jeopardise  the  development  and  adoption  of  this  specific
workpackage.  These  risks  are  now  enumerated  together  with  an  estimated  impact  and  the
mitigation  plan  to  minimize  the  negative  effects.  For  global  risks,  please  refer  to  the  DEEP-
HybridDataCloud deliverable [DEEP D1.1].
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Risks Impact Mitigation

Developed software 
modules are not merged 
upstream

The software modules
may face 
sustainability issues if 
the changes are not 
merged.

To the extent that is possible, software modules 
will be developed as plugins so that changes are
not required to be merged upstream. Otherwise,
communications with upstream software 
developers will be established to facilitate 
merging.

Upstream projects are 
deprecated

The DEEP as a 
Service solution may 
face sustainability 
issues.

Developments will be based on open-source 
products with established communities in order 
to minimise this risk. In the unlikely event that 
an upstream project is deprecated during the 
course of the project, the consortium will 
undertake the maintenance of the upstream 
software for the duration of the project.

Partners do not deliver 
their contributions on-
time

The release of the 
DEEP as a Service 
solution is delayed.

Periodic meetings will be carried out among the
partners, coordinated by the Work Package 
leader, with sufficient technical content to track 
the development progress and introduce 
corrective countermeasures should they be 
needed.

External software and 
artefact repositories 
close down

The development of 
the DEEP as a Service
solution would slow 
down and require 
additional source code
management system 
and distribution of 
container images

In the unlikely event that this happens, 
additional in-house source code management 
systems would be deployed as a replacement 
for GitHub and the Docker images stored in 
Docker Hub would be stored in on-premises 
Docker registries, in order to mitigate this risk.

Limited resources of 
specialized hardware 
during development

The DEEP as a 
Service solution may 
face this sustainability
issue.

The probability of this issue is low. The 
consortium have adequate technical capacity for
increasing resources allocated to the project in 
case of need. The usage of specialized resources
will be monitored to identify the need for 
additional effort.

Unclear requirements 
from use cases and user 
communities

The development of 
the DEEP as a Service
solution would slow 
down and require 
additional 
communications to 
make clear situations

The probability of this issue is medium. The 
project development (in general) and WP6 
development (in particular) is based on user-
driven approach with close communications 
and interactions with WP2. Periodic meetings 
will be dedicated to the elicitation of 
requirements and clarification of required 
technologies.
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Risks Impact Mitigation

Integration complexity 
and difficult deployment 
of software modules

The release of the 
DEEP as a Service 
solution is delayed

The probability of this issue is low. The project 
consortium as well as WP6 partners includes 
the necessary technological know-how with the 
detailed work plan to avoid this technical issue. 
The collaborations with WP2 and WP5 is 
carefully designed and well established. 
Moreover, the project has established a 
workplace (WP3) that will ensure that the 
delivered software is of enough quality by 
requiring a set of quality criteria (comprising 
software testing, integration testing, etc.) to be 
fulfilled. The workpackage leader will 
supervise that the WP3 criteria and quality 
requirements are effectively implemented 
within WP6.

Developed solutions are 
too complex to be used 
by scientists and final 
users

The DEEP as a 
Service solution will 
face exploitation 
issues as it will not be 
adopted by the 
solutions

The probability of this issue is medium. 
Interaction with user communities in WP2 is 
expected to be done during the whole lifetime 
of the project, following agile methodologies, 
in order to ensure that the delivered products 
satisfy their requirements. The project 
consortium will actively search of external user 
communities in order to generalize the solutions
to use cases outside the project.

Authentication and 
Authorization schemas 
change in the EOSC, 
being incompatible with 
solutions adopted in the 
DEEP-HybridDataCloud
project.

The developed 
solutions cannot be 
integrated in the 
EOSC ecosystem

The probability of this issue is low. DEEP-
HybridDataCloud follows the AARC 
Architecture Blueprint, with the aim of 
lowering the integration barriers. Any relevant 
changes in this blueprint would need to be 
agreed with all relevant stakeholders in the 
EOSC.

Failure to deliver 
Alien4Cloud with 
OpenID Connect support

The solution cannot 
be deployed on 
production, as no 
authentication and 
authorization can be 
enforced.

The probability of this issue is low. Project 
consortium members have extensive experience
with regards OpenID Connect. Contacts with 
Alien4Cloud developers have been made in 
order to understand the software architecture,

Failure to integrate 
Alien4Cloud with the 
INDIGO-DataCloud 
Orchestrator

The topologies built 
by the users cannot be
deployed on top of the
resources

The probability of this issue is low. The 
consortium and WP6 members have adequate 
technical capacity and human resources for 
developing a plugin to interface the INDIGO-
DataCloud orchestrator.
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Risks Impact Mitigation

Failure to integrate with 
the EOSC/EINFRA data 
services

The users cannot 
access the data needed
for their computations

The probability of this issue is medium. The 
consortium has established a Collaboration 
Open Board where all relevant stakeholders and
relevant initiatives are represented in order to 
create synergies and understand other projects 
and e-Infrastructures outcomes and services. 
Close collaboration is established with relevant 
actors in the EOSC ecosystem, like the EOSC-
Hub project, EGI.eu and XDC project. In the 
technical aspect, DEEP-HybridDataCloud 
consortium members are qualified to perform 
such integration whenever needed. 
Authentication and authorization in DEEP-
HybridDataCloud will follow the AARC 
Architecture Blueprint, with the aim of 
lowering the integration barriers.
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9. Glossary
AAI Authentication and Authorization Infrastructure
API Application Programming Interface
AWS Amazon Web Services
CLI Command Line Interface
CSAR Cloud Service Archive
EOSC European Open Science Cloud
GPU Graphical Processing Unit
GUI Graphical User Interface
HOT Heat Orchestration Template
HPC High Performance Computing
HTTP HyperText Transfer Protocol
IaaS Infrastructure as a Service
IAM Identity and Access Management service
IM Infrastructure Manager
JRA Joint Research Activities
NA Networking Activities
OAuth Open Authorization
PaaS Platform as a Service
REST Representational State Transfer
RPC Remote Procedure Call
SA Service Activities
SAML Security Assertion Markup Language 
SCAR Serverless Container-aware ARchitectures
SDK Software Development Kit
TOSCA Topology and Orchestration Specification for Cloud Applications
TRL Technology Readiness Level
VM Virtual Machine
VMI Virtual Machine Image
WP Workpackage
XML eXtensbile Markup Language
YAML Yet Another Markup Language
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